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Introduction. Let 77 denote a real separable Hubert space and let 1 <p < co.

Let y -> Ty denote the regular representation of the additive group of 77 acting

on Lp (77, normal distribution). Thus iff is a bounded tame function on 77, then

(Tyf)(x)=f(x-y)D(x, y) where D(x, y) = exp [(x, y)/p— \\y\\2/2p] is the/?th root of

the Jacobian of translation by y. The Ty are isometries on LP(H). If v is a complex

Borel measure on 77 of bounded variation, let vv=¡H Ty dv(y). It is the object of

this paper to give sufficient conditions on a complex Borel measure p. of bounded

variation on 77 such that if Z6o(E) = $p p(E/t) dt/t for Borel sets E and 0 < S < P < co,

then the strong limit of the Z%° exists as a bounded operator on V(H) as S -> 0

and p -*■ co.

A theorem of this type extends the Calderon-Zygmund theory of singular

integral operators on En to infinite dimensions. For if &(y)||>'||~n is a Calderon-

Zygmund kernel with v(E) = ¡Ek(y)\\y\\-n dy, then for t>0, v(tE) = v(E) for

bounded Borel sets E which are disjoint from a neighborhood of the origin; and

if g(y) is an integrable radial function with support in a bounded annulus disjoint

from a neighborhood of the origin, then f£ g(y)k(y)\\y\\'n dy = 0. When p satisfies

a smoothness condition and p(H) = 0, the set function v(E) = ^ p(E/t) dt/t has

these properties.

If p is an odd measure on 77, the Zöv° converge strongly (Theorem 7). If p is an

even measure of the form dp(y) = a(y) dn ° B'1(y), where B is a Hilbert-Schmidt

operator, where p(H) = 0, and where a(y) satisfies certain smoothness conditions,

the operators Z6V° converge strongly (Theorem 8 and Corollaries 8.1, 8.2, and 8.3).

When p = 2, if dp(y)=a(y) dn o B'^y) with p(H)=0 and a(y) eU(H, « o B-x)

for some r> 1, the Z2° converge strongly (Theorem 5).

In §5 we shall make explicit the relationship between the singular integral

operators of §§3 and 4 and the operators of Calderón and Zygmund (Theorem 9).

We apply our results to the study of the regularity properties of solutions of

certain second order elliptic partial differential equations on the Hubert space 77.

In §7 we give a brief sketch of certain generalizations of our main results to

nonseparable Hubert space.
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1. The normal distribution on Hubert space. The following definition is due to

I. E. Segal [9, p. 116].

Definition 1.1. A weak distribution on a real Hubert space 77 is an equivalence

class of linear maps, F, from 77* to measurable functions on a probability space

(S, 2, p) (depending on F). Two such maps, Fx and F2, are equivalent if for each

finite set of vectors yx,..., yn in 77*, the joint distributions of F¡(yx),..., F,Iyn)

in «-space are equal for j=l, 2. A weak distribution is continuous if one of its

representatives is a continuous linear map (the range spaces have the topology of

convergence in measure).

In [9, pp. 116-118] Segal formulated the theory of integration with respect to

weak distributions. He has shown that meaning can be given to the concepts of

measurability, //-power integrability, and convergence in measure which is relevant

for the weak distribution and not dependent on the representative chosen. If «

and «' are representatives of a weak distribution on 77, then « and «' are maps from

77* to measurable functions on probability spaces (S, 2, p) and (S', 2', p'). Let

20 denote the smallest a-ring in 2 with respect to which all of the functions n(y)( ■ )

are measurable for y e 77* and let 2 ó be the similarly defined sub-a-ring of 2'.

Let M be the algebra of bounded complex-valued 20-measurable functions on S

modulo the ideal of null functions. We now identify elements of M with functions

on S in the usual way and set E(f) = \sfdp for fe M. Let M' be the similarly

defined algebra on (5", 2¡,, p) and let E' be the similarly defined expectation

functional on M'. Segal [9, p. 117] has shown that there is a unique expectation

preserving isomorphism </> from M to M' (i.e. E(f) = E'(</>(/))) whose extension

to the algebra of all 20-measurable functions on S maps «(_y) into n'(y). Thus the

weak distribution determines an essentially unique (i.e. up to expectation preserving

isomorphism) algebra M—the bounded algebra of 77 with respect to the weak

distribution—and an expectation functional, E, on M.

In this paper we will be primarily concerned with the normal distribution on H;

that is, the unique distribution, «, on H with the following properties :

(1) For any vector xe 77, «(x) is normally distributed with mean zero and

variance c||x||2 for c>0.

(2) « maps orthogonal vectors into independent random variables. The param-

eter c will be taken to be equal to 1 in this paper since the generalization of our

results to the case c^ 1 is trivial. We may define LV(H) with respect to the normal

distribution as follows : Denote by A the bounded algebra of 77 with respect to the

normal distribution on 77 and let E be the expectation functional on A. For

1 ̂ //<oo, LP(H) is the completion of A in the norm ||/||p = F(|/|p)1,p and we set

N=Lœ(H). L"(H) may be identified with any of the spaces LP(S, 20, p) when the map
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F from 77* to measurable functions on (S, 20, p) is a representative of the normal

distribution and 20 contains no smaller <x-ring with respect to which all the

F(y)(-) are measurable. We refer to the random variables on the essentially unique

probability space (S, 20, p) as the measurable functions on 77 with respect to the

normal distribution.

In what follows the weak distribution under consideration is the normal distri-

bution on 77. A complex valued function f(x) on 77 is a tame function if there

exists a finite dimensional projection P on H and a Baire function g on the range

of P such that f(x)=g(Px). A tame function,/ determines a measurable tame

function, / on 77 in the following way : If F is a representative of the normal

distribution on 77 and/(x)=g(Px)=g«x, ex},..., <x, ek}) thenf(co)=g(F(ex)(oj),

..., F(ek)(oj)). We will often not distinguish between / and / when / is a tame

function on 77.

It is not the case that all measurable functions on 77 can be realized as functions

on H and not all bounded uniformly continuous functions on 77 determine

measurable functions on H. Let us denote by ^ the directed set of finite dimensional

projections on 7/ directed by inclusion of the ranges; let/be a complex valued

function on 77 such that/° P is a tame function for each P e IF, and consider the

net of measurable tame functions {(f°P)~ \Pe^}. If this net converges in

measure as P tends strongly to the identity, 7, through ¡F, then the limit, / is a

measurable function on 77 whose integration properties are determined by the

function / and the normal distribution, «. Under certain continuity conditions

on the function / the net {(f°P)~ \Pe^} of measurable tame functions

converges.

Definition 1.2 (Gross). 772 is the weakest topology on H for which all Hilbert-

Schmidt operators are continuous from H2 to the strong topology on 77.

Gross [6, Theorem 1, p. 406] has shown that if a complex valued function/on

77 is uniformly continuous near zero in the topology 772, then the net

{(f° P)~ I P e ^) °f measurable tame functions converges in measure as P tends

strongly to the identity through J5" to a measurable function /. Furthermore, if/

is not identically zero on 77, /is not a null function.

There is a more general continuity condition on functions /on H which guaran-

tees that the net {(f°P)~ \ P e!F} converges as P tends strongly to the identity

through F. This condition will be useful in studying the Fourier transforms of

singular integral operators on L\H).

Definition 1.3. A complex valued function,/ on 77 is uniformly 772-continuous

on 772-bounded sets of H- {0} if there exist sequences of Hilbert-Schmidt

operators {Bk} and {C;} such that the measurable functions ||Pfc(-)||~ (which exist

by Lemma 1.2, p. 406 of [6]) tend to infinity in measure as k tends to infinity

and ||C;||2 = tr (CfCy)1'2 tends to zero as j tends to infinity such that f(x) is

uniformly 772-continuous on the sets Ejk={x\ \\Cjx\\ < 1} n {x | ||Pfcx||>l} for

1 ̂ j, k<co.
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Theorem 1. Let f be a complex valued function on H which is uniformly H2-

continuous on H abounded sets of H-{0}. Then the net {(/<> P)~ \ P e ¿F} of measur-

able tame functions converges in measure as P tends strongly to the identity through

^ to a measurable function f. Iff is bounded on 77, and if there exists an operator

BK (from the sequence {Bk} of Definition 1.3) such that there is an x0 in H with

f(xo)ji0 and ||7?Kx0|| > 1 +efor some e>0, then f is not a null function.

Proof. For 8, £>0, we shall determine P0 e.W such that if P, Q^P0, and P,

QetF then Meas (|/(Fx)~ -f(Qx)~ | ̂ e) < 8. Let {Bk} and {C,} be the sequences

of Hilbert-Schmidt operators in Definition 1.3. Then for a">0 and A>0 there is

an integer A0 such that Meas (||An(-)||~ SK)<d for n^N0 since ||7?„(-)||~ tends to

infinity in measure as « tends to infinity. Let A^A0 be a fixed integer such that

Meas(||AJV(-)||~^3/2)<S/10. Since |C;||2->0 as/-»co, \\C¡(-)\\~ ->0 in L2(77)

as/-> oo by Lemma 1.2 of [6]. Hence ||Q(-)|| ~ -> 0 in measure as/-> co. Let.70 be

sufficiently large that for j^J0, Meas (|C/-)II ~ ä 1/2) < 8/10. Fix J^J0. By Lemma

1.2 of [6], the nets of tame functions {|| BNP() \\ ~ | Pe3F} and {\C,P(-)\~ \PeSF}

converge in measure to ||AN(-)I!~ and ||C,(-)I!~> respectively, as P tends strongly

to the identity through &. Therefore, there is A g J5" such that for P e !F and Fa A,

Meas (| ||CJ(-)I~-||CJF(-)|!~ | ̂  1/2)<8/10 and Meas (| \BK(-)\~ - \\BNP(.)\\~ \

è 1/2)< 8/10. Then Meas (||C,F(-)ir ^ 1)< S/5 and Meas(||7iwF(-)|! ~ ̂  1)< 8/5 for

P^R in ß\ Since/(x) is uniformly 772-continuous on EJN={x\ ||5¡vx||>l}

n {x | ||Ç,x|| < 1}, there is a Hilbert-Schmidt operator A such that if ||7?wx|| > 1,

||AwJ||>l, j|C,x|!<l, ||C7j]|<1, and \\A(x-y)¡<l, then \f(x)-f(y)\<e. There

exists Se 3F such that if A, QZS for P and Q in ^ then ||/f(F-g)||2<(S/5)1/2,

so that Meas (\\A(P- Q)(-)\\~ 11)< 8/5. Let F0 = A v S (taking the sup in &). Since

\f(Px)-f(Qx)\<e when \\BNPx\\>l, ü^ßxH > 1, ||C,Px||<l, ||C,ßjt||<l, and
\\A(P- Q)x\\ < 1, we have that

Meas(|/(Fx)~-/(Öx)~| Z e)

S Meas(||5wPx||~ S 1) + Meas (\\BNQx\\~ S 1) + Meas (\\C}Px\\~ ^ 1)

+ Meas(||C7Ôx||~ ^ 1) + Meas (\\A(P- Q)x\\~ ^ 1)

S 58/5 = 8.

Since the space of measurable functions with the topology of convergence in

measure is a complete metric space, it follows that there exists a measurable

function /on 77 such that the net {(f°P)~ \ P e J^} of measurable tame functions

converges to/in measure as P tends strongly to the identity through SF.

To prove the second' statement of the theorem, let g(f) be a continuously

differentiable function on the positive real line such that g(r) = 0 for tS 1, g(t) = l

for r>l + £, and 0Sg(t)Sl on all of r^0. Then if BK is the operator in the

statement of the theorem, consider h(x)=g(\\BKx\\)f(x). Then «(x0)?^0 and h(x)

is uniformly continuous near zero in the topology 772. Thus by the first statement

of the theorem, « determines a measurable function h = limit in measure (h o P)~
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as P tends strongly to the identity through -F. But (h » Py(-)=g(\\BNP(-)\\)(f ° P)~(-)

and thus h~(-)=g(\\BN(-)\\)f(-). By Corollary 1.1 of [6], h is not a null function,

thus/is not a null function.

Theorem 2. Let fn be a sequence of complex valued functions on a Hubert space,

77, which are uniformly H2-continuous on all of H. Let {Bk} and {C,} be sequences of

Hilbert-Schmidt operators such that ||Pfc(-)||~ tends to infinity in measure as k tends

to infinity and ||Q||2 tends to zero as j tends to infinity. Assume that the /„ converge

uniformly to f on E]k = {x \ \\C¡x\\ < 1} n {x | \\Bkx\\ > 1} for l¿j, k<œ. Then f(x)

is uniformly H2-continuous on the sets Ejk, and f is uniformly H2-continuous on

H.¡-bounded sets of H—{0}. The corresponding measurable functions f and fn (which

exist by Theorem 1) satisfy f=limitn-,œ in measure fn.

Proof. An e/3-argument shows that the limit f(x) of the fn(x) is uniformly 772-

continuous on the sets Ejk and by Definition 1.3,/(x) is uniformly 772-continuous

on 772-bounded sets of 77—{0}. By Theorem 1,/determines a measurable function

/on 77.

For S, £ > 0, we shall show that there is an integer A such that n È A implies

Meas (|/„-/j §:e)<S. Since ||Pfc(.)||~ —>co in measure as &->oo, there is an

integer K0 such that if k^K0 then Meas (||Pfc(-)ll~ ̂3/2)<8/8. Fix k = K^K0. By

Lemma 1.2 of [6], there exists Pin ^" such that Meas (| \\BK(-)\\~-\\BKP(-)\\~ j è 1/2)

<S/8 forP in J5" and P^R. Then Meas (\\BKPx\\~ g 1)<8/4. Since ||C;|2^0 as

j -> oo, || Cj( ■ ) ¡| ~ -> 0 in measure by Lemma 1.2 of [6]. Choose 30 sufficiently large

that Meas(||CJ(-)ll~^l/2)<8/8 when j^30. Fix j=3^30. By Lemma 1.2 of [6],

there is Rx in & such that if P is in J*" and P^RX then

Meas (| \\CJ(-)\\~-\\CJP(-)\\~ I § 1/2) < 8/8.

Then Meas (||Cj-Px|| ~ ê l)<S/4forPêPi- Let EJK={x \ \\C}x\\ < 1} n {x | \\BKx\\ > 1}.

Choose A sufficiently large that \fn(x)—f(x)\<e/3 when xeE]K and n^N. Fix

n¡íN. There is a projection 5 in IF such that if P e J^ and P^S, then

Meas (|/-(/°P)~| ä £/3) < 8/4   and   Meas(\fn-(fn °P)~| à e/3) < 8/4.

Now,

Meas(|/-/„| 2«) ¿ Meas(|/n-(/no7')~| ä */3)

+ Meas(|(/oF)~-(/nojP)~| £ £/3)

+ Meas(|(/oP)~-/| à e/3).

Choose P7^Rxv Sv R (taking the sup in ¡F). The first and third terms on the right

are each< S/4. To estimate the second norm, note that |/n(Px)—/(Px)| ^e/3

implies that \\BKPx\\ ̂ 1 or \\C}Px\\ ä 1. Thus

Meas(|(/°P)~-(/n°P)~l ^ e/3) g Meas(KPx||~ á 1)

+ Meas ( 1 CjPx|| ~ 1 1) < 28/4.

Therefore, Meas (|/n —/| ^ e) < 8 for « ä A.
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Examples. 1. Any function/on 77 which is uniformly continuous near zero

in the topology 772 is uniformly 772-continuous on 772-bounded sets of 77-{0}.

For there exists a sequence {An} of Hilbert-Schmidt operators on 77 such that

\\An\\2 tends to zero as « tends to infinity and/is uniformly continuous on the sets

{x | \\Anx\\ < 1} for 1 Sn<co. Let Cj=A, and Bk = kAx.

2. Let A be a Hilbert-Schmidt operator on 77 and let p(y) be a polynomial on 77.

Define/(x)=/7(/4x||/4x||_1) if ^x^O and/(x) = 0 if ,4x=0. Then successive appli-

cations of the triangle and Schwartz inequalities show that it suffices to show that

for each e e 77 (Ax, e)||y4x||_1 is uniformly 772-continuous on 772-bounded sets of

77-{0} in order to prove that/(x) has this property. Set C,=j~1A and Bk=kA;

the fact that (Ax, e)||^x||_1 has the desired continuity property is easily established.

In addition, the set, Cho(H), of uniform limits of the above functions,/(x) =

/>(^*M*|-1) for Ax^O and/(x)=0 for Ax=0, consists of functions which are

uniformly 772-continuous on 772-bounded sets of 77—{0}.

When the operator A is suitably chosen, the function space C«o(77) in Example

2 will contain the Fourier transforms of the singular integral operators on A2(77)

which will be introduced in §3.

2. Harmonic analysis on a Hubert space. Throughout this section and in the

following sections of this paper, 77 will denote a real separable Hubert space which

is generally infinite dimensional.

In this section we list the facts concerning harmonic analysis over the Hubert

space 77 which will be most useful to us later. Denote by M(H) the set of all

complex valued Borel measures of bounded variation on 77. The Fourier transform,

p(y), of a measure p in Af(77) is the function

ß(y) =      exp [i(y, x)] dp.(x).
Jh

Gross [7, Theorem 1, p. 7] has shown that if p is a complex Borel measure of

finite total variation on 77, then its Fourier transform, ß(y), is uniformly continuous

on all of 77 in the topology 772. Thus, for any real constant a, by Theorem 1,

p(ay) determines a measurable function p(a • ) on 77 and ß(a ■ ) = limit in measure

(p ° P)~(a) as P tends strongly to the identity through the directed set F of finite

dimensional projections on H. With convolution as multiplication, M(77) is a

commutative Banach algebra with unit.

We shall consider operators on L"(H), lSp<<x>, which generalize the con-

volution operators

U(f)(x)= f   f(x-y)dp(y),
Jen

peM(EN), over finite dimensional Euclidean spaces. For y e H and l<p<ao,

consider the function D(x, y) = exp [(*» y)lp— \yVßp\. For each y e H, D(x, y) is

a tame function based on the line through y. Segal [10, Theorem 3, pp. 22-23] has
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shown that the function exp [(x, y)— \\y\\2/2] is the Radon-Nikodym derivative of

the normal distribution translated by y with respect to the normal distribution

on 77. Thus iff is a bounded continuous tame function, (Tyf)(x)=f(x—y)D(x,y)

is an integrable tame function of x for each y and ||F„/|P= ¡|/||p. Since the bounded

continuous tame functions are dense in L"(H) for 1 f^p < oo, the Ty extend to isom-

etries of L"(H). The following theorem is basic to all of the main results of this

paper.

Theorem 3. The map y -+Ty from 77 to the bounded linear operators on L"(H)

is a strongly continuous representation of the additive group of H as a group of

isometries on LP(H).

Proof. The map y -> Ty is a homomorphism of the additive group of 7/ onto a

group of isometries on LP(H).

Since the bounded tame functions which are boundedly and continuously

differentiable are dense in LP(H), an e/3-argument shows that it suffices to prove

that Tyf is a continuous function from 77 to LP(H) for these tame functions in

order to prove the continuity of Tyg for all g in LP(H). Thus we shall assume that

/ is a bounded tame function with bounded and continuous first derivatives. Let

{yn} be a sequence in H converging to y in the norm topology for H. Then

¡Tvf-TyJl í (£ \f(x-y)-f(x-yn)\pD(x,y)dn(x)y

(2.1)

+ (¡h \f(x-yn)\p\Dp(x, y)-Dp(x, yn)\p dnLx)^'\

where D(x,y) = exp [(x,y)-\y\2/2] and Dp(x,y) = D(x, y)llp. By the mean value

theorem, the first integral on the right side of (2.1) is dominated by a constant

multiple of || .y-.y„ || ; so the first term on the right of (2.1) tends to zero as yn tends

to y in 77.

By the boundedness off and Holder's inequality, the second term on the right of

(2.1) is dominated by a constant multiple of \\DP(-, y)— Dp(-, yn)\\k where k is an

even integer greater than p. Now, expand \Dp(x, y) — Dp(x, yn)\k by the binomial

theorem and write yn = any + bnun where an and bn are real numbers and (y, un) = 0.

Then we may use the fact that the orthogonal vectors y and un determine indepen-

dent random variables to integrate the binomial series. The integral of this series is

2 (- iy(J) exp [(j+an(k-j))2 l0- + (bn(k-j)f M-2_Ä: M!]-

As yn -*■ y, an -*■ 1 and ¿2||h„||2 -*■ 0. Thus the function above converges to

exp [\(p-2k2-p-^k)\\y\\2] f (-iy(*) = 0,
; = 1 \J I

and the second term on the right of (2.1) tends to zero as yn tends to y.
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We shall refer to the representation y -> Ty of Theorem 3 as the regular repre-

sentation of 77 on L"(H).

Since, for fe LP(H), Tyf is a continuous function from 77 to the separable

Banach space LP(H), we may define the integral operator determined by v e M(H)

as the strong integral vp(f)=jH Tyfdv(y). There is the following

Corollary 3.1. Let 1 Sp<cc and y -> Ty denote the regular representation of H

on LP(H). Then for v in M(H) the strong integral v„ = }H Ty dv(y) is a bounded linear

operator on 77(77) with norm at most \\v\\. The map v -^ vpfrom M(H) to the bounded

linear operators on 7/(77) is a uniformly continuous representation of the algebra

M(H) as an algebra of bounded operators on 7/(77).

Proof. Since Tyf is a bounded continuous function from 77 to 7/(77), Tyf

is v-integrable for each v in M(77) and vp(f)=\H Tyfdv(y) satisfies

IW/")L=  f   \TJ\Pd\v\(y)S \H\f\p.
J H

The second statement follows directly from the fact that the map y -* Ty is a

strongly continuous homomorphism, and thus vp° pp = (v * p)p for v and p in

M(H), and the first statement of the corollary.

Denote by J5" the directed set of finite dimensional projections on 77 and let v

be in M(H). Then for Q in 3?, v o Q'1 is in M(H).

Corollary 3.2. The integral operators (v ° Q ~ x)p converge strongly to vp as Q

tends strongly to the identity through &.

Proof. Since (v ° Q~1)p(f) = ¡H TQyfdv(y), since ||2r,ï/-rQv/||p tends to zero as

Q tends strongly to the identity through J^ and since the Ty are isometries, the

dominated convergence theorem implies that the (v o Q - 1)v converge strongly to

vv for any sequence {Qn} of finite dimensional projections converging strongly to

the identity. Since 7/(77) is a metric space, this implies that (v ° Q'x)p converges

strongly to vp as Q tends strongly to the identity through &.

We shall refer to the operators (y o Q'x)p, with v in Af(77) and Q in J^ as the

tame integral operators.

In the case when p = 2, we shall improve upon the estimate given in Corollary

3.1 for the norm of the operator v2 on L2(H). Consider the Wiener transform

W(p)(y)=jHp(2ll2x+iy) dn(x) which is defined initially on polynomials, p(x), on

H. Segal [9, pp. 119-122] has shown that the polynomials are dense in L2(77)

and that the Wiener transform extends to a unitary operator on L2(H).

Corollary 3.3. Let y ->Ty denote the regular representation of 77 on L2(H),

let v be a complex Borel measure of bounded variation on 77, and let v2 = ^n Ty dv(y)

as above. If W denotes the Wiener transform on L2(H), then

W(v2f)(-) = W(f)(-)v(l/2-)
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for each function f in L2(H) where P is the measurable function on 77 corresponding to

the Fourier transform, v(y), of v. Furthermore,

Kl = IMI « = sup {|0(j;)| : yeH}.

Proof. Let p be a polynomial on 77. Then W(Typ)(z) = exp [l/2i(z, y)]W(p)(z)

and W(v2p)(z)= W(p)(z)v(l/2z). Since v2 and the Wiener transform are continuous

on L2(H), it follows that W(v2f)(-)= W(f)(-)v(l/2-) for all / in L2(H). Thus

¡v2|| = 1*1 oo- By Corollary 3.3 of [7], there is a one-one Hilbert-Schmidt operator A

on 77 such that 0(z) is uniformly continuous in the norm \Ax\, and thus v(z)

extends to a uniformly continuous function on the completion, HA, of 77 in this

norm. But there is a Borel probability measure A on HA and a map F from 77*

to the measurable functions on (77^, S, A) which is a representative for the normal

distribution, «, on 77. Furthermore, this representative of the normal distribution

is minimal. In this regard see Gross [8]. By Corollary 3 of [8], the measurable

function v(l/2-) determined by *(l/2z) is equal almost everywhere to the extension

of v(l/2z) to 7/4. Thus ||í;¡|c0=sup{|í;(z)| : z e 77}.

3. Singular integral operators on L2(H). In this section we shall define the

singular integral operators on LP(H) and study a class of singular integral operators

on L2(H). In the following theorem we list the basic properties of the measures

which we shall use to define the singular integral operators.

Theorem 4. If p is in M(H) and t > 0, set pt = p° (tl) "1 where I denotes the

identity on H. Then pt and the set function v( ■ ) = pa p.t( ■ ) dt/t for 0<a<b<oo are in

M(H). Iff(x) is a bounded continuous function from H toa separable complex Banach

space, then jHf(x)dv(x) = jba}Hf(tx)dp(x)dt/t. The Fourier transform, v(y), of v

is given  by v(y) = jlfi(ty) dt/t,  and the  total variation  of v  is dominated by

M \og (bid).

Proof. That pt( ■ ) is in M(H) is clear.

The class of complex valued Borel functions, g, on 77 such that g(tx) is Borel

measurable on (0, 00) x 77 is closed under pointwise limits and includes the con-

tinuous functions on 7/ and hence consists of all Borel functions. In particular if

F is a Borel set in 77, XE(-) is its characteristic function, and peM(H), then

pt(E)=^H XE(tx) dp(x) is a measurable function of f. Thus v(E)= \ba pt(E) dt/t is

well defined, and by the bounded convergence theorem v is countably additive.

For any Borel simple function / on H, ]nf(x)dv(x) = \\\Hf(tx)dp(x) dt/t.

For any bounded continuous function, / on 77 to a separable complex Banach

space there is a uniformly bounded sequence of Borel simple functions, /„, con-

verging pointwise to/ By the bounded convergence theorem,

f  f(x) dv(x) =   f   f  f(tx) dp(X) dt/t.
JH Jo. Jh

Since exp [i(y, x)] is a continuous function on 77 for each y, the statement on the
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Fourier transforms follows from the equality of the integrals for continuous

functions.

That ¡I'll S ||p|| log (b/a) follows from the equality

sup Í /(*) du(x)
Jh

S 1  ,

where the functions / are bounded, continuous, and complex valued.

Definition 3.1. Let lá/xco. For 0<8<p<co and peM(H); set Z&0(-)

=)P6 Fi(-) dt/t and Zäv"f= ¡H TyfdZop(y) where y -> Ty denotes the regular repre-

sentation of 77 on 7/(77). The Zp° are the approximate singular integral operators

determined by p. If the strong limit, Zp, of the Z6PP exists as S tends to zero and p

tends to infinity, then Zp is the singular integral operator determined by p.

Since 7/(77) is a metric space, the strong limit, Zp, of the Zpp exists if and only

if for each pair of sequence {Sn} and {pn} with 8n tending to zero and pn tending to

infinity, the sequence Zp»"« converges strongly to Zp. We shall continue to use the

notation Z^" but, henceforth, S and p will take their values in positive sequences

{Sn} and {/>„} where 8n tends to zero and pn tends to infinity. We shall obviate the

fact that the strong limit, Zp, is independent of the sequences {§„} and {pn} where

it exists.

In this section we shall be concerned with the approximate singular integral

operators Z2" on L2(H) and their strong limits. To state the main theorem of this

section we need the following fact which is due to Gross [7]: If a map F from 77*

to measurable functions on a probability space (S, S, p) is a representative of the

normal distribution on 77 and if A is a Hilbert-Schmidt operator on 77, then the

weak distribution with representative F° B* from 77* to measurable functions on

(S, 2, p) is a Borel probability measure on 77. This measure is denoted by « o B'1.

The main result of this section is

Theorem 5. Let Bbea Hilbert-Schmidt operator on 77, let dp(y)=a(y) dn°B~ l(y)

where a e V(H, n° B'1) for some r>l, and suppose that jH a(y) dn ° B~ 1(y) = 0.

Then the approximate singular integral operators Z2" determined by p converge

strongly on L2(H) to a bounded linear operator Z2 as S tends to zero and p tends to

infinity. For 0 < S < p < co, there exists a finite constant Dr, which depends only on r,

such that ||Z|fl||^A||a||r and \Z2\\ =sup {|Z(x)| : x g 77}^Z>r||a||r, where Z(x) is

the pointwise limit of the Fourier transforms Zôp(x) as S tends to zero and p tends to

infinity. The Fourier transform, Z, of the singular integral operator, Z2, is in Cho'(H),

and W(Z2f)( ■ ) = W(f)( ■ )Z( ■ ) where W denotes the Wiener transform on L2(H) and

Z() denotes the measurable function on 77 determined by Z(x).

We need three lemmas in order to prove this theorem.

Lemma 5.1. The approximate singular integral operators Z2° converge strongly to

a bounded operator, Z2, on L2(H) as S tends to zero and p tends to infinity if and only

if the Fourier transforms Z°"(-) of the measures Zip(-) converge boundedly and in
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measure to an element Z e ¿"(T/) as 8 tends to zero and p tends to infinity. In case of

convergence, W(Z2f)()=Z(-)W(f)(-) and \\Z2\ = \2\X, where W denotes the

Wiener transform on L2(H).

Proof. By Corollary 3.3, W(Zö2pf)()=Z6p(%)W(f)(). Thus if the Fourier

transforms converge boundedly and in measure to ZeLx(H), then the dominated

convergence theorem implies that the approximate singular integral operators

converge strongly to a bounded operator, Z2, and W(Z2f)()=Z(-)W(f)(-).

Thus||Z2|| = ||Z|U.

Suppose that the Z2" converge strongly on L2(H). By setting /= 1 and taking

Wiener transforms, it is seen that the strong convergence implies that the net

{Zip} is Cauchy in L2(H). After the usual reduction to sequences, it follows that

the Z6p converge to a function Z in L2(H), and the Zop converge to Z in measure.

By Corollary 3.3, ||Z|"|| = ||Z'5i,||(X), and the uniform boundedness theorem implies

that these norms are uniformly bounded; thus, Z eL°°(77).

When the function ZeL™(H) exists, we refer to it as the measurable Fourier

transform of the singular integral operator Z2.

It follows from Lemma 5.1 and Corollary 3.3 that a necessary condition that the

strong limit, Z2, of the Z2" exists is that p(H) = 0. For by Theorem 4, Z6p(y)

=l°6 ß(ty) dt/t and Zop(0) = ß(0) log (p/S). By Corollary 3.3, ¡Z62p\\ = \\ZipU

= sup {IZ^OOI : y e 77}; and the Z6p(-) are not uniformly bounded unless

p(0) = p(H)=0.

Lemma 5.2. Let a(y) be a polynomial on H which is based in the carrier of BB*.

Let dp(y) = a(y)dn°B~1(y), suppose that p(H) = 0, and set ZSp(-) = \ppt(-) dt/t.

Then

(i) The Fourier transform ofZdp is given by

exp |      2^*y™-r 21 Wxl2(a c B)(tB*y) dt/t,

where Wxl2 denotes the Wiener transform with variance parameter 1/2.

(ii) The Z6p(y) converge uniformly on 0<eS ||P*y|| ^P<oo, as 8 tends to zero

and p tends to infinity.

(iii) For B*y^0, the limit Z(y) = lim {Zôp(y) : S -> 0, p -> oo} is a polynomial in

B*y\\B*y\\~1 andZ(y) = 0 andB*y = 0.

Proof. By Theorem 4, Z6"(y) = $° fH exp [it(B*y, x)]a ° B(x) dn(x) dt/t. a ° B(x)

is a polynomial on //; suppose that a ° B(x) is based on Fand let Q be the orthog-

onal projection from 77 to F. Since (Q1B*y,x) and (QB*y, x) are independent,

the inner integral is equal to exp [-f2(|| g 1P*y||2/2)] \F exp [it(QB*y, x)]b(x) dn(x)

where b(x) denotes the restriction of a ° P(x) to Fand Q1 = I—Q. A direct compu-

tation shows that the last integral is exp [-t2(\\QB*y\\2/2)]WXi2(a o B)(tB*y). This

proves (i).

Represent Z6p(y) as in the conclusion  of (i); then for 0<8<p<oo  and
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0<81<p1<oo, \Z6p(y)-Z6^(y)\S\Zô6i(y)\ + \Z>">i(y)\. Since Wxl2(a o B)(tB*y)

is a polynomial which is divisible by t, for y in the ellipse \\B*y\\SR there is a poly-

nomial q(t) such that / divides q(t) and |IF1/2(a ° B)(tB*y)\ Sq(t) for all non-

negative t. If we replace ||7F*_y|| by £>0 in the exponential factor of the integrand,

the conclusion (ii) follows.

When B*y = 0 each Z6p(y)=0. Suppose that A*v^0; then by (i)

Z(y) = lim lim  {"'  * exp [-t2/2]Wm(a° B)(tB*y\\B*y\\-1) dt/t.
6-.0 0-.00 JiWB'y]'

Thus the limit Z(y) = 0 when B*y = 0 and Z(y) is a polynomial in A*j||A*_y||_1

when B*y^0.

Lemma 5.3. Let a(y) be a polynomial on 77 which is based in the carrier of BB*.

Let dp(y) = a(y) dn ° B-\y), suppose that p(H) = 0, and set Zip(-) = ]p pt(-) dt/t.

Then

lim {Zop(y) : S -> 0, P -> oo} = Z(y)

=  f  [/tt/2 sgn (B*y, x)-log \(B*y, x)|]a o B(x) dn(x)
Jh

for B*y^0 and Z(y) = 0 when B*y = 0. Furthermore, \ Z6p(y) \ S Dr\\ a ||r for r>l

where Dr is a finite constant which depends only on r.

Proof. By Theorem 4, Z6>>(y) = $P jH exp [it(B*y, x)]a(Bx) dn(x) dt/t. Since

Z6p(y) = 0 when B*y = 0 for all 0<8<p<oo, we may assume that B*y^0. Since

JH a(Bx) dn(x) = 0, the inner integral above is equal to

Í (exp [it(B*y, x)] - exp [ -1 \\B*v|| ])a(Bx) dn(x).
Jh

Since the integrand of this last integral is a tame function of x and jointly con-

tinuous in x and t, Zop(y) = ¡H J-^,1,1 (exp [it(m, x)]-exp [-/]) dt/ta(Bx) dn(x),

where a> = B*y\\B*y\\~1.

If we apply Cauchy's theorem to the region enclosed by the quadrilateral with

vertices 8||.B*y||, p||A*v||, -iS\\B*y\\(w,x), -ip\\B*y\\(a>, x) it follows that the

inner integral is dominated in absolute value by

2(l+(w,x)2)112  Í   (t2 + (ay,x)2(t-l)2)-Xi2dt.
Jo

An elementary integration shows that this expression is dominated by C |log |(co, x)11

where C is a finite constant. It also follows from this application of Cauchy's

theorem that the inner integral in the expression for Z6p(y) converges pointwise

in y to i-n/2 sgn (w, x) —log |(co, x)|.

Since | log |(ou, x)| | is a tame function based on the line through co, Holder's
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inequality implies that \Z6p(y)\ S Dr\\a\\r where Dr = C(ja!m |log |/| |s dn(t))1!s with

l/r+l/s=l and C as above. Since |log |(co, x)| | |a(Ax)| is an integrable tame

function, the dominated convergence theorem implies that

lim lim Zôp(y) = Z(y) = f  [in/2 sgn (co, x)-log |(co, x)|]a(Ax) dn(x)
f-Oin« Jh

where w = B*y\\B*y\\~1. Since J"H a(Bx) dn(x) = 0, this last integral is equal to the

desired one.

Proof of Theorem 5. The set a3 of polynomials which are based on the carrier of

BB* is dense in L2(77, « ° A-1). Let B=UA be the polar decomposition of B. If

/is orthogonal to this set of polynomials in L2(H, n ° B'1) then

f f(Ux)p(Ux) dn °A-\x) = 0
Jh

for all p in a3. Since the carrier of BB* is the closure of the range of B and

Cl [R(B)] = UC\ [R(A)l p(Ux) is based in Cl [R(A)]. dn ° A'1 is concentrated on

Cl [R(A)] = K. Let C denote the restriction of A to A and let Kc denote the com-

pletion of A in the norm | Cx|. Then C is an isometry from Kc to A. If F from A*

to measurable functions on (Kc, 2, A) is the Wiener space representative for the

normal distribution on A, then N ° C~1 = n ° C'1. The map g(x)^g(Cx) from

F2(A, « o C'1) to L2(KC, A) is an isometric isomorphism. The image of this map

contains the polynomials which are based on the span of finitely many eigenvectors

of C. Thus

f   g(Cx)q(Cx) dN(x) = 0
Jkc

for all polynomials, a, on A implies that g(Cx) = 0 in L2(KC, A). Because of the

isometry, this implies that g(x) = 0 in L2(A, « ° C"1). Thus/=0 in L2(77, n ° B'1)

and the polynomials are dense.

It suffices to assume that 1 < r S 2 since the general case will follow by Holder's

inequality. When l<rS2, the polynomials, a(y), which are based in the carrier

on BB* are dense in U(H,n° B~x). When a(y) is such a polynomial with

JH a(y) dn ° B~i(y) = 0, Lemma 5.2(ii) and Theorem 2 imply that the Fourier

transforms Z6p(-) converge in measure to a function Z(-), and by Lemma 5.3,

convergence takes place boundedly. By Lemma 5.1, the operators Z2" converge

strongly to an operator Z2. By Lemma 5.3 and Corollary 3.4, \\Z£"\\ S Dr\a\r where

Dr depends only on r; thus ||Z2|| ^7)r]|a||r.

For any approximate singular integral operator determined by a function

a(y)eU(H, « ° A-1) with vanishing integral, \\Z¡°\\ S \a\x log (p/8)S\\a\\r log (p/Si)

by Theorem 4 and Corollary 3.1. Since the polynomials in 7/(77, « o ß 'x) are dense,

Z2P is the uniform limit of a sequence of approximate singular integral operators
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determined by polynomials. Thus \\Z%"\\ ̂Dr\\a\\r, and the sequence of singular

integral operators determined by these same polynomials converges uniformly to

a bounded operator Z2. An £/3-argument shows that the Z2P converge strongly to

Z2 as 8 tends to zero and p tends to infinity; thus ||Z2]| ̂  7)r||ß||r-

Let Z2 be a singular integral operator determined by a polynomial a(y). Then

the Fourier transform, Z(y), of Z2 satisfies \Z(y)\ ^Dr\\a\\T by Lemma 5.3. Z(y)

is a polynomial in B*y\\B*y\\~1 for B*y^0 and Z(y)=0 when B*y = 0. Thus if

Z2 is a singular integral operator determined by a function in 7/(^> n° B'1) with

vanishing integral, the Fourier transform, Z, of Z2 is the uniform limit of a sequence

of Fourier transforms of singular integral operators determined by polynomials ;

thus Z e Cho'(H) by the definition of this space.

Let B*=UA be the polar decomposition of B*. Let V be the orthogonal

projection onto the kernel of A and let V=I— V. Let C be a one-one Hilbert-

Schmidt operator on 77 such that VC=A. Then ||P*x|| ^ ||Cx||. The Fourier

transforms Z6p(y) of the approximate singular integral operators determined by

a(y) eU(H, n o B'1) are uniformly continuous in the norm ||Cx|| and extend to

uniformly continuous functions on the completion, 77c, of H in the norm ||Cx||.

Choose the representative for the normal distribution which maps into the Borel

measurable functions on the Wiener space Hc. Then by Corollary 3 of [8], Z6p(y)

on 77c is equal almost everywhere to the measurable function Z6p(-) determined by

Zip(y) on 77. If the approximate singular integral operator Z2" is determined by a

polynomial, then it follows as in Lemma 5.2(h) that the Z6p(y) converge uniformly on

the sets 0<e^ ||P*>>|| ̂P<oo in Hc toÊ(y). Since Z6p(y)=0 = Z(y) when B*y=0,

this implies that Z=Z almost everywhere on 77c and ||Z||oo = sup {|Z(.y)| : y e Hc}

= sup{|Z(j)| : y e //}. The usual density argument can be used to prove this

statement for the Fourier transform of a singular integral operator determined

by any a(y) e LT(H, « ° P"1) with vanishing integral.

Remark. Theorem 5 holds under less restrictive hypotheses. It suffices to assume

that a(y) eL log+ L(H, n ° B'1) and that the integral vanishes. To show that the

Fourier transforms of the approximate singular integral operators converge

boundedly and in measure, one works on the Wiener space 77c which we used in

the last part of the proof of Theorem 5.

The singular integral operators have the disadvantage that they generally map

tame functions to nontame functions. We shall introduce a class of operators

which are well related to the singular integral operators but which preserve

tameness.

Definition 3.2. Let p be in M(H) and Q be a finite dimensional orthogonal

projection on 77. Set Zop(-)=¡p pt(-) dt/t and denote by (Z« Q~y)pp the tame

integral operator J"H Ty d(Zóp ° Q_1)(y). The (Z o Q~l)6p" are the approximate tame

singular integral operators determined by p. If the strong limit, (Z ° Q~ 1)p, of the

(Z o g-1)p" exists as S tends to zero and p tends to infinity, then (Z ° Q~x)p is the

tame singular integral operator on Lp(77) determined by p and Q.
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Theorem 6. Let a(y) be in L'(H, n°B~ ^for some r>l,set dp(y)=a(y) dn°B~ 1(y),

and suppose that JH a( v) dn° B~ 1(y) = 0. If Q is a finite dimensional projection on

77, the tame singular integral operator (Z ° Q~ 1)2f= lim {(Z ° Q~ 1)2"/ : S -^ 0 and

p -s- co} exists as a bounded operator on L2(H). For f in L2(H), W((Z ° Q ' 1)2/)( ■ )

= W(f)()(Z ° Q)~() where (Z° Q)~(-) is the measurable function determined by

the tame function Z(Qy) and Z(y) is the Fourier transform of the singular integral

operator determined by p. As Q tends strongly to the identity through the directed

set of finite dimensional projections, the (Z ° ß_1)2 converge strongly to Z2, the

singular integral operator determined by p.

Proof. The proof of the existence of the tame singular integral operator,

(Z o ß_1)2, determined by a(y) and ß parallels the proof of Theorem 5. Since for

polynomialsp on 77, W((Z ° Q-l)2"p)(y)= W(p)(y)Z6p(l/2Qy), and since Zap(Qy)

=0 and when B*Qy = 0, it follows just as in the proof of Theorem 5, that the

Fourier transforms Z6p(Qy)~ converge boundedly and in measure to (Z° Q)~()

as 8 tends to zero and p tends to infinity. Thus the tame singular integral operator

determined by a(y) and ß exists, and W((Z o Q~1)2f)()= W(f)(-)(Z° Q)~(-)

for all/in L2(77). Also, ||(Z° ß"1)^ = ||(Z° Q)~\\x SDr\\a\\r where Dr is the

constant in Theorem 5. Since Z(y) e Cho'(H), the (Z ° ß)~ converge to Z in

measure by Theorem 1. By the dominated convergence theorem, this implies that

the (Z ° ß - x)2 converge strongly to Z2 as ß tends strongly to the identity through

the directed set of finite dimensional projections on 77.

Examples. Let A be a one-one selfadjoint Hilbert-Schmidt operator on 77and let

{e¡} be an orthonormal basis of 77 consisting of eigenvectors of B. Let Bei = blei.

(1) Let a(y) = bf lbT \y, ex)(y, e,) - 8„. Then a g 7/(77, «ofi-i) for 1 < r < co

and [H a(y) dn ° 7?_1(y)=0. By Theorem 5, a(y) determines a bounded singular

integral operator on L2(H). By Lemma 5.2, this operator has Fourier transform

-(Aj^XTi^llT^II-2.
(2) Let a(y) = (2TT-1)ll2bi1(y, e,). Then a(y) g7/(77, « ° B~*) for l<r<oo and

the integral of a(y) is zero. By Theorem 5, a(y) determines a singular integral

operator on L2(H). By Lemma 5.2 this operator has Fourier transform

K*y,e,)\By\-1.
(3) Let B be as above and a(y)= |y||2-|A||2. Then a(y) has integral zero by

Lemma 1.2 of [6] and a(y) e 7/(77, « ° B ~x) for 1 < r < co. By using Theorem 6 and

Lemma 5.2 it can be shown that the Fourier transform of the singular integral

operator determined by a(y) is — ||A2y||2|Ay|| "2.

4. Singular integral operators on 7/(77). Let 1 <p < oo and y^-Ty denote the

regular representation of the additive group of 77 as a group of isometries on

7/(7/). As in §3, set Z°p(E)=jp p(E/t) dt/t and Z6p"f=\H TyfdZôp(y) when p is a

Borel measure of bounded variation on 77. We shall use the fact that each Borel

measure of bounded variation on 77 can be written as a sum of an odd and an even

Borel measure of bounded variation.
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Theorem 7. Let p be an odd Borel measure of bounded variation on H. Then the

approximate singular integral operators Zp" determined by p converge strongly to a

bounded operator Zp as 8 tends to zero and p tends to infinity and \\ZP\\ ̂ Gp\\p\\,

where Gp is a constant which depends only on p.

Proof. Let/be a bounded continuous tame function. Since p is odd,

Z6ppf= 1/2 f f Ttyfdp(y)dt/t.
JôS\t\ao JH

Since the integrand is jointly continuous in f and y, we may interchange the order

of integration and apply Minkowski's integral inequality. Thus

Z>ppf\\p S 1/2 f ¡I f Ttyfdt/t
JH \\J6a\t\Sp

d\p\(y).

Let/(x) be based on Kx; then for each y, (Ttyf)(x) is based on the span, K, of Kx

and y. Let g denote the restriction of/to K and let c<j=_v||_v| _1 when y^O. Since

íasitiáfl (Jtvf) dt/t = 0 when y = 0, we may suppose that y + 0 and write

f Ttyfdt/t    = ( f I f g(x-tw)Dp(x, tw) dt/t ' dn(x)Y'P-
JóS\t\ép p        \Jk\J ó\lytS\t\Spiiy\i I

Since the normal distribution on K is orthogonally invariant, we may suppose that

K has an orthonormal basis ex,..., eN and that ex=w. If we write the integral

over K as an iterated integral and write the first integral as

tt) -1/a f °°     Í g{xx -1, x2,..., xN) exp - ^V^
J-oo    J 6W\S\t\ép\\V\\ LP

(2

it follows from M. Riesz' theorem on the Hubert transform that

dt/t dxx,

1äSlüSß
F(y/c/f/f    ^ Gp||/||:

where Gp is a constant which depends only on//. Thus ||Z*fl/||p^Gp||jLt|| |/||p. Since

the bounded continuous tame functions are dense in LP(H), this last inequality

holds for all / in Lp(77).

To prove strong convergence, first let/be a bounded continuous tame function.

Then for 0<8<P<oo and 0<£<P<oo, \Zàppf-Zff\p^\Z0vfi\p+\ZppRf\p. As
above,

\\Zpf\\p Ú 1/2 f ( f    f g(x-tco)Dp(x, to) dt/t P dn(x)Y">d\p\(y),

and we may take a> = ex. Then if 8n and en are two sequences of positive numbers

which converge to zero,

(2n) -^2f   If g(xx -t,x2,..., xN) exp \ - ^P^-l dt/t\ dxx
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converges boundedly to zero for each x2,..., xN and each y by M. Riesz' theorem

on the Hubert transform. Two applications of the dominated convergence theorem

imply that |[Zp«E«/||p tends to zero as 8n and en tend to zero. Since LP(H) is a metric

space, this implies that ||Z^e/||p converges to zero as 8 and e tend to zero. A similar

argument shows that ||Z^B/||P converges to zero as p and A tend to infinity. Let

Zp/=lim (Zp"/ : 8 -*■ 0 and p -+ co}. Then iff is a tame function as above and if

||/|p=l, ||Zp/||p = lim{||Z^/||p : 8->0 and p^œ}SGp\\p\\.Thus Zp is abounded

linear operator on 7/(77). For any function g in 7/(77) and any £>0 let/be a

bounded continuous tame function such that ||g—/||p<e. Then \\Zpg—Z^°g\\pS

\\Zpg-Zpf\\p+ \\Zpf-Z6p»f\\p+ \\Zôppf-Z6ppg\\v. The first and third terms on the right

are dominated by eCp||/x|| and the second term on the right tends to zero as S tends

to zero and p tends to infinity. This completes the proof.

In the case in which the measure p is even we shall assume that

dp(y) = a(y)dnoB-\y)

where A is a Hilbert-Schmidt operator on 77 and a(y) eU(H, n ° B'1) for some

r> 1. The following theorem gives the first result of this type which we shall prove.

Theorem 8. Let a(y) be an even bounded continuous tame function which is based

in the carrier of BB* and let A(y) = a(By). Suppose that there is a finite dimensional

subspace F of H such that jF A(xx, x2) dn(xx) = 0. Let dp(y) = a(y) dn ° B~ x(y) and

Zpp be the approximate singular integral operators determined by p. Then the Zpp

converge strongly on 7/(77) to a bounded operator Zp and |jZp|| SK(r, p, n)\a\rfor

r > 1 where the constant K(r, p, n) depends only on r, p, and the dimension, n, of F.

The proof of this theorem will be based on the following sequence of lemmas.

Lemma 8.1. Let F be an n-dimensional Euclidean space and let h(y)\\y\\ ~n be a

Calderon-Zygmund kernel on F. Suppose that h(y) is a bounded function and let

fe Lr(F, n) for some r> 1 satisfy jFf(x) dn(x) = 0. Set

(Hi"f)(x) = f f(x-y)Dx(x, y)h(y)\\yj-» dy.
Jö<M\<o

Then there exists a constant Dr which depends only on r and « and not on S and p,

such that || H{pf\\x S Dt\\f\\r. The limit Hxf=lim {H{pf: 8^0 and p ̂  co} exists in

L\F)and\\Hxf\\xSDr\\f\\r.

Proof. Let G(x) be a continuously differentiable function with compact support

in F and vanishing Lebesgue integral over F. Set

K°p(G)(x)= f G(x-y)h(y)\\y\\-dy.
Jt<M\<p

Then by Theorem 5 p. 103 of [1],

\\K6p(G)\\x S C j |G(x)|(l+log+ flx||+log+ |G(x)|)ax+C
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where C is a finite constant which depends only on the dimension of F. By Theorem

7, p. 108 of [1], K6p(G) converges in L\F, dx) to K(G) as 8 tends to zero and p

tends to infinity and

\\K(G)\\X ^ cJjG(x)|(l+log+ ||x||+log+ \G(x)\)dx+C.

Let f(x) be a continuously differentiable function with compact support in F

and suppose that / has vanishing integral with respect to the normal distribution

on F. Set C7(x)=/(x) exp [— ||x||2/2]; then G(x) satisfies the above conditions. Since

\\mpf\\i = (27r)-'2||^^(C7)||1,

\\mpf\\i Ú C(27r)-«'2(£jC7(x)|(l+log+ ||x||+log+ \G(x)\)dx+iy

Since log+ |G(x)|álog+ |/(x)|, it follows from Holder's inequality that \\H¡pf\\x

^ C1||/||r + C2||/||r+C3 where Cx, C2, C3 are finite constants which depend only on

r and the dimension of F. When ||/||r = l, \\H(pf\\^Dr = Cx + C2 + C3. Since the

continuously differentiable functions with compact support and vanishing integral

are dense in the closed subspace of U(F) consisting of functions with vanishing

integrals, \\Hf°f\\x^ A||/||r f°r all/in Lr(F), r> 1, which have vanishing integral.

If/is continuously differentiable with compact support, then the H{pf converge

in L\F) to a function Hx(f) since the K6p(G) converge in L\F, dx). Thus \\Hxf\\x

g A11/Il r and Hx defines a bounded operator from the closed subspace of U(F)

which consists of functions with vanishing integral into L1(F). The usual density

argument shows that Hxpf converges to Hxf for all / in U(F) with vanishing

integral.

Let F be an «-dimensional subspace of the real separable Hubert space 77. For y

in Fand a bounded continuous tame function A(x), define Vy(A)(x)=A(x—y)D(x, y)

Where D(x, >>) = exp [(x, y)— ||_v||2/2]. The Vy extend to isometries of LX(H) and the

map y -»> Vy is a strongly continuous representation of the additive group of F as a

group of isometries on L\H). The proof of this fact parallels the proof of

Theorem 3.

Lemma 8.2. Let A(x) be a bounded continuous tame function on 77 and let F be an

n-dimensional subspace of H. Suppose that jF A(xx, x2) dn(xx)=0. Let h(y)\y\~n

be a Calderon-Zygmund kernel on F with h(y) a bounded function. Set Hx°(A)(x)

=ji<m<0 (VyA)(x)h(y)\\y\\~n dy. Then for r>l there exists a finite constant, Dr,

which depends only on r and the dimension of F such that \H{P(A)\X^ Dr\A\r. As 8

tends to zero and p tends to infinity, H{P(A) converges in LX(H) to a function HX(A)

with \\Hx(A)\\a AMIIr-

Proof. Let A(x) be based on the subspace Kx of 77 and let K denote the span of

F and Kx. Then H{p(A)(x) is a tame function based on K. Let B(x) denote the
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restriction of A(x) to K. Then \\H(P(A)\\X=SK \l<m<D(VyB)(x)h(y)\\y\\^ dy\ dn(x).

Since F is a closed subspace of K, write K=F © F1 and let x = (xx, x2). Then

\\WP(A)\\X=(    Mi B(xx-y,x2)D(xx,y)h(y)\\y\\-»dy
JF1 JF | Ji<lli/l|</>

dn(xx) dn(x2).

For each x2, the inner integral is dominated by A(jF \B(xx, x2)\r dn(xx))llr by

Lemma 8.1. The convergence of the H{P(A) to 77^^) in V^(H) follows from the

convergence in Lemma 8.1 and the dominated convergence theorem.

Now it is necessary to consider a class of Calderon-Zygmund operators on

LP(H), 1 <p < oo. Let C be a one-one linear operator from an «-dimensional

subspace F of H into 77. Let (Syf)(x) =f(x - Cy)Dp(x, Cy) for each y in F and each

bounded continuous tame function/on H. Here,

Dp(x, Cy) = exp [(x, Cy)/p- \\Cy\\2/2p].

The Sy extend to isometries on L"(H) and the map y -*■ Sy from F to bounded

operators on LP(H) is a strongly continuous representation of the additive group

of F as a group of isometries on L"(H).

Let ex,..., en be an orthonormal basis for Fand let

Ku\y) = TT-«+»'2r((n+l)/2)(y,e,)\\y\\-^ + »

on F. Let K(y) denote the generic Ku\y) and let K„(y) = K(y) ifO<e<\\y\\<r<co

and Ker(y)=0 otherwise. Let Rvr(f)=!F SyfK£r(y) dy for feLp(H); the Repr(f) are

bounded operators on LP(H).

Lemma 8.3. Let P" be as above. There is a finite constant Gp which depends only

on p such that \\RPf\\PânGp\\f\\p for all feL"(H); n is the dimension of F. The

Rp converge strongly on LP(H) to a bounded operator Rp and for each f e LP(H),

2URf[Rf(f)\=-f

Proof. Write the integral R"f in polar coordinates. Since Ker(y) is an odd

function,

Rï(f) = 1/2 f Í (StJ)K(œ) do(oS) dt/t.

Since Staf is jointly continuous in f and w, we may reverse the order of integration.

Let/(x) be a bounded continuous tame function. Then the inner integral is

Í f(x- tCoj)Dp(x, tCa>) dt/t.
JeSWSr

Since Cco^O, set s=t \\Ccu\\. The rest of the proof of the uniform boundedness

of the Rp and the strong convergence of the Rp parallels the proof of Theorem 7.

We shall not repeat it. The estimate for the norm follows from the fact that
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||7?pr|| S Gp Js |A(co)| aCT(co), where da denotes Lebesgue measure on the sphere, and

fact that |A(co)| ^7r-<n + 1"2r((«+ l)/2).

To prove that ~£"=x Rp)[Rp)(f)]=-f, let / be a bounded continuous tame

function; then Rpñ(f) is a tame function on 77. Let IFp/2 denote the Wiener trans-

form on the space L2(77, npl2). It follows just as in the proof of Corollary 3.4 that

wPi2(RPf)(y)=Wpl2(f)(y)¡Fey.p[i(y,Cx)/p]Ksr(x)dx. Extend C to an operator

M, on 77 by defining M(yx+y2) = Cyx for y=yx+y2eF@F1 = H. Then M is

continuous and the above Fourier transform is Ker(p~1M*y). For this kernel, it is

well known that the Fourier transforms K„(z) are uniformly bounded and converge

to i(z, e;)||z||_1 for z^O and the limit is zero when z=0. Thus the Ker(p~1M*y)

converge boundedly to the function K(M*y) = i(M*y, e,)\\M*y\\~1 for M*y^0

and K(M*y)=0 when M*y = 0. Since C is not the zero operator, M*^0, and

2"=i KU)(M*y)2= — 1 when M*y^0 and this sum is equal to zero when M*y = 0.

Since the kernel of M* is a proper subspace of 77, 2"-i KU)(M*y)2 is a tame

function which is equal to — 1 almost everywhere. Thus

Wpl2(2 XVWif)]) = -Wm(f)   and    f WW(f)] = -f

for bounded continuous tame functions. Since the Rpfí are continuous on 7/(77),

the desired identity holds for all / in 7/(77).

Let B be the Hilbert-Schmidt operator in the statement of Theorem 8. Let F be

the «-dimensional subspace of 77 such that fF A(xx, x2) dn(xx)=0. Let C denote

the restriction of A to A and let G be the image of F under B. We may assume that

F is contained in the base of A(y) and that C is one-one on F. Let P denote the

orthogonal projection from 77onto G and let 3? = {Pk : P = PX<P2<P3< ■ ■ ■} be a

sequence of finite dimensional projections on 77 which converges strongly to the

identity as k tends to infinity. Let ß e0>, Q>P, and consider the tame operator

(Z° Q'1)6/ determined by the measure p in Theorem 8. Let/be a bounded con-

tinuous tame function on 77. Then

(Zoß-i)po/=  T f  (TtQByf)A(y)dn(y)dt/t.
Jó Jh

The function (TtQByf)A(y) is a tame function of y and is based on a finite dimen-

sional subspace, J, which we may assume contains F. Thus

(Z o ß-i)«"/ = j° £ (TtQByf)A(y) dn(y) dt/t.

Lemma 8.4. Let (Z ° ß-1)^ be the approximate tame singular integral operator

above and let Rp be one of the operators in Lemma 8.3. Then iffis a bounded con-

tinuous tame function,

7?p[(Zo Q-yppf] = (77o ß"1)p"/= j' jj(TtQByf)R1(A)(y)dn(y)dt/t
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where Rx(A)(y) is the limit in L\H) of the Rx(A)(y) = ¡F (VzÄ)(y)Ker(z) dz as e tends

to zero and r tends to infinity.

Proof. Let 0<e<r<oo. Then

ppr((Zo g-i)*>/) = (Zo ß-i)«w)

= JP j (Rprf)(x-tQBy)Dp(x, tQBy)A(y) dn(y) dt/t.

Since QB= C on F, it follows by direct computation that this integral is

f I (r"^/)jRf r,t{A){y) dn{y) dt,t>

where Rf rlt(A)=jF Vz(A)Keltrlt(z) dz. Then

||(77c Q-y/f-R^Zo Q-yppf]\\p ̂  S-1!/!, £" \\Rx^\A)-Rx(A)\\xdt.

By Lemma 8.2, the integrand is bounded independently of e, r, and f, and for each

f in S^t^p, the integrand converges to zero as e tends to zero and r tends to

infinity. After the usual reduction to sequences, the dominated convergence

theorem implies that the last integral converges to zero as e tends to zero and r

tends to infinity. This completes the proof.

Proof of Theorem 8. Let/be a bounded continuous tame function. Let B= UDX

be the polar decomposition of B. Let V denote the projection onto the kernel of

A and D be a one-one Hilbert-Schmidt operator such that (/- V')D=DX. Let

77D denote the completion of 77 in the norm \\Dx\\ and let the map G from 77* to

measurable functions on the Wiener space (HD, 2, A) be the representative of the

normal distribution on 77 as in [8]. D is an isometry from 77D to 77 and the measure

A o D-1 on 77 is « o D'1. Rx(A)(y) is a tame LMunction on H; let Rx(A)(y)

=f((y, ex),..., (y, en)). The corresponding measurable function on (77D, 2, A) is

f(G(ex)(y),..., G(en)(y)) = Rx(A)~(y). For y in H,f(G(ex)(D^y),..., G(en)(D^y))

= Rl(A)~(D~1y)=b(y) is a Borel measurable function on 77 which is in

L\H, n o D-1) and

(HoQ-yp-f= f f (TtQUVyf)b(y)dn°D-\y)dt/t.
Jó   JH

Set dX(y)=b(y) dn ° D~1(y) and v = X o (UV)'1, v is an odd measure and ||v|

= ||P1(/f)|1<AMI|r by Lemma 8.2. Thus (Ho Q-ífppf=¡°0¡H(TtQyf) dv(f) dt/t.
As Q tends strongly to the identity through SP, TtQyf converges in Lp(77) to Ttyf

by the strong continuity of the group representation. The dominated convergence

theorem implies that as Q tends strongly to the identity through SP, (Ho Q'^ff

converges to H%pf=¡p ¡HTtyfdv(y) dt/t. By Corollary 3.2, the tame operators

(Z° g-1)^ converge strongly to the approximate singular integral operator Zôp°
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as ß tends strongly to the identity through &. Since the operators Rpñ are con-

tinuous, Lemma 8.3 implies that -Z6ppf=2%x Rf[Hpi)àp(f)]. Thus \\Zdppf\\p

SnGp 3Li llT/p'^COIIp by Lemma 8.3. By Theorem 7, \\Hp™p(f)\\pSGp\\Vj\\ \\f\\P
where v¡ is the odd measure which determines Hp'">6p. By the estimate given above,

ll^ll ^7)r||^||r = Dr||a||r; and the constant Dr is independent of j. Then ¡Zp^/Hp

S n2GpDr||a||r||/||p. Since the bounded continuous tame functions are dense in

7/(77), this inequality holds for all/in 7/(77).

Since |¡Zpó"/-Z^/||p^«Gp2í=i \\H™pf-Hpfí"f\\p, Theorem 7 implies that the

Z6PP converge strongly as S tends to zero and p tends to infinity. Set K(r, p, n)

=«2G27)r;thenif||/l|p=l,||Zp/||p=lim{||Z^/L:S->0andp->co}áA(r,/;,«)||a||r.

Denote by EU0(H; B; F) the closure in 7/(77) of the bounded continuous even

tame functions of the form A(x) = a(Bx) which have vanishing integral over the

finite dimensional subspace F. Here, a(x) is an element of 7/(77, « o B ~1). Since

7/(77, « ° B'1) is a Banach space, and since M||r= ||a||r for these tame functions,

each element in EU0(H; B; F) corresponds to one and only one element a(y) in

7/(77, « ° B "1). Each such function a(y) is even and determines approximate

singular integral operators which converge strongly on LV(H) to an operator Zp

with norm at most K(r,p, n)\\a\\r when r>l. Denote the subspace of 7/(77, n° B~x)

which corresponds to EU0(H;B;F) by ELr0(H,n ° B'1; F). We shall state the

following corollary of Theorem 8 without further proof.

Corollary 8.1. Let a(y) e EUQ(H, n°B~1;F)and let dp(y)=a(y) dn ° B~\y).

Then the approximate singular integral operators, Zpp, determined by p are uniformly

bounded and converge strongly as 8 tends to zero and p tends to infinity to a bounded

operator, Zp, with \\ZP\\ SK(r,p, n)\\a\\r.

Corollary 8.2. Let a(y) be an even tame function in Lr(H, « ° A-1) for some

r> 1 with ¡H a(y) dn ° B~1(y) = 0. Let dp(y) = a(y) dn ° A_1(y). Then the approxi-

mate singular operators, Zp°, determined by p are uniformly bounded and converge

strongly to a bounded operator, Zp, and \\ZP\\ SK\\a\\r, where K is a constant which

depends on r, p, and the dimension of the base space ofa(y).

Proof. Let F denote the base space of A(y) = a(By). Since A(y) is a tame function

in 7/(77) there is a sequence, An, of even bounded continuous tame functions which

are based in F, which have vanishing integral with respect to the normal distri-

bution, and which converge to A(y) in U(H). Since n o B _1 is concentrated on the

carrier of BB*, we may suppose that the function a(y) is based in the carrier of

BB* so that A(y) is based in the closure of the range of the absolute value of B.

Then there is a bounded continuous tame function an(y) which is based in the

carrier of BB* such that An(y) = an(By) for each «. Thus \\a—an\\r=\\A—An\\r

tends to zero as n tends to infinity.

Let Zp" be the approximate singular integral operators determined by the

measure dp(y) = a(y) dn ° B~1(y). By Corollary 3.1 and Theorem 4, ||Z^"/||P

S \\a\\x log (p/S)||/|pf£ ||a||r log (p/S)||/|jp.   Thus   the   sequence   of  approximate
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singular integral operators determined by the functions an(y) converges uniformly

to Z6VP and this implies that ||ZP"|| ̂ K(r,p, dim (F))||a||r. The sequence of singular

integral operators determined by the an(y) converges uniformly to a bounded

operator Zp and an e/3-argument shows that the Zpp converge strongly to Zp.

Let a(y) be an even bounded continuous tame function which is based in the

carrier of BB* and satisfies ¡H a(y) dn o B_1(y)=0. Then if A(y) = a(By),

S h ¿(y) dn(y)=0. Let A(y) be based on K and let ex,...,eN be an orthonormal

basis for K. Extend this basis to an orthonormal basis, {e/}, for all of H. Let Fx

denote the span of ex,..., en, let F2 denote the span of en + x, en+2,..., e2n, and let

Fk denote the span of eik_X)n + x,..., ekn. Then /7=2f=i ©F¡ and we write y in

H as y=yx+y2+y3 where yx e 2,-=i © F„ y2 e Fk, and y3 e 2f=Jc + 1 © F¡. Let

TkA = ]Fk A(yx, y2, y3) dn(y2). Then A(y) = ^=x (T,_x- ■ ■ TXA-TS ■ ■ ■ TXA) where

dim (K)^kn. Let Aj=Ti_x    ■TXA-Tr- TXA. Then TjAj=0, and

M|,¿   i   \AArZ2k\A,
i = i

Denote by ENr0(H, B, e) the completion of the even bounded continuous tame

functions of the form A(y) = a(By) which are based on the span of finitely many

elements of the orthonormal basis e = {e¡} in the norm Nr(A) = ^fLx \\Aj\\r. To each

element of ENrQ(H, B, e) there corresponds an even function in Lr(77, no B'1)

whose integral is zero. For let Ae ENr0(H, B, e) and let An(x) = an(Bx) be the

sequence of bounded continuous tame functions which converges to A. Then

\\an — am\\,= \\A„-Am\\rSNr(An-Am). Since this last norm tends to zero as « and

m tend to infinity, there is an element a(y) of Lr(77, n° B'1) which is the limit of

the an(y). The correspondence is one-one.

Thus there is a subspace FA¿(/7, « ° B~x, e) of U(H, « ° P-1) which consists

of even functions with zero integral with respect to « ° B'1. Define the norm on

this subspace by Nr(a)=nr(A) where A is the function in ENr0(H, B, e) which

determines a as above.

Corollary 8.3. If a(y) e ENr0(H, n o B'1, e) for some r>l and some ortho-

normal basis e for 77, then the approximate singular integral operators, Zp", deter-

mined by dp(y) = a(y) dn ° B " x(y) are uniformly bounded and converge strongly on

LP(H) to a bounded operator, Zp, as 8 tends to zero and p tends to infinity. \\ZP\\

éK(r,p,n)Nr(a).

Proof. Let a(y) be a bounded continuous tame function which is based in the

carrier of BB* and let A(y) = a(By). Suppose that the integral of A with respect

to the normal distribution is zero. Write A = Jij A¡ as above and let Aj(y)=aj(By).

By Theorem 8, the measures dpj(y) = aj(y) dn ° B~\y) determine singular integral

operators Zp;) with norm ||ZP;)|| ̂ K(r,p, «)||a;-||r, and the approximate singular

integral operators determined by a(y) have norms uniformly bounded by

K(r, p, n)Nr(a). For a(y) e Aq(77, « o B'1, e), there is a sequence of bounded
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continuous tame functions, an(y), which are based in the carrier of BB* such that

the an converge to a in Aq(77, n ° B'1, e). Just as in the proof of Corollary 8.2,

it follows that the norms of the approximate singular integral operators determined

by a(y) are uniformly bounded by K(r, p, n)Nr(a) and the approximate singular

integral operators converge strongly.

Remark. It can be seen from the proof of Lemma 8.1 that it suffices for the

tame function a(y), which determines the approximate singular integral operators

Zp", to be an element of Llog+ L(H,n°B~1) in order that the Z*° converge

strongly.

5. Singular integrals and the Calderon-Zygmund theory. Let E denote A-

dimensional Euclidean space. The Calderon-Zygmund theorem states that the

operator

77(/)(x) = P jEf(x-y)h(y)\\y\\-N dy

is bounded on LP(E, dx) for 1 <p < co when h(y) is positively homogeneous of

degree zero, h(y) has surface integral zero over the sphere, and «(y) is r-power

integrable over the sphere for some r> 1. The P preceding the integral indicates

that the integral is to be taken in the principal value sense.

Let A be a ^-dimensional subspace of E and let U be a linear isometry from A

into E. Let h(y) || y || " k be a Calderon-Zygmund kernel on A. Then

L(f)(x) = P f /(x-t/y)«(y)|]y||-*ay
Jk

is also a bounded operator on LV(E, dx) for 1 <p<cc.

For/in W(E, n), let (Ef)(x)=f(x) exp [- ||x||2/2/7]. Then the map T^E'^TE

from the bounded operators on LP(E, dx) to the bounded operators on L"(E, n)

is an isomorphism and a homeomorphism of the strong operator topologies. Thus

the operator L(f), given above, corresponds to the operator

LP(f)(x) = P f (Sy/)(x)«(y)||y||-*ay
Jk

on Lp(E,n) where (Syf)(x)=f(x- Uy) exp [(x, Uy)/p- \\Uy\\2/2p]. The map

y -»■ Sy from A to bounded operators on V(E, n) is a strongly continuous repre-

sentation of the additive group of A as a group of isometries on Lp(E). We shall

continue to refer to the operators of the form Lp as Calderon-Zygmund operators.

The following theorem contains the main results of this section.

Theorem 9. Let l<p<<x> and l<rS2. Let B be a linear operator on E with

polar decomposition B= UC. Let a(y) e U(E, « ° B'1) and suppose that

f a(y)dnoB-\y) = 0.
Je
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Let Zp be the singular integral operator determined by a(y). Then there is a complex

constant

a = £-log||y]|a(y)a'«oJß-1(y)

anda Calderon-Zygmund kernel S(a)(y)\\y\\~k on K, the range ofC, such that

ZP(f) = af+P f (^/)5(a)(y)||y||-"ay
Jk

•where (Syf)(x)=f(x- Uy) exp [(x, Uy)/p- \\Uy\\2/2p]. S(a)(y) is defined initially

on polynomials a(y) by

S(a)(y) = O) - fc/2(det C) "* \\ C " *y || y || "1 \\ - k

:T a(tUy\\C-1y\\-1)exp[-t2/2}tk--idt

where a(Uy) is restricted to K and where C is regarded as an operator on K. There

is a finite constant D(r, k, C) which depends only on r, k, and C such that \S(d)\r

S D(r, k, C)||a||r where the r-norm of S(a) is the norm in 7/(2, CT) and the r-norm of

a(y) is the norm in U(E, n° B'1).

Proof. Since the map T-+ E~ rTE, given above, from the bounded operators

on LP(E, dx) to the bounded operators on LP(E, «) is an isomorphism and a

homeomorphism of the strong operator topologies, it suffices to consider the

corresponding operators on LP(E, dx). Thus we consider

f*Z = lim{/*Zd0 : 8^0and/?->oo}

where Z°p(■ ) = ¡p pt(■ ) dt/t and dp(y) = a(y) a« ° A -l(y).

Let g(x) be a continuously differentiable function with compact support in E.

Then \Eg(x-y)a(y) dn ° B~1(y) = jKg(x- Uy)a(Uy) dn ° C~\y) for each x. Let

a(y) be a polynomial in L'(E, noB'1) with integral zero. Restrict a(Uy) to A,

let e > 0 and write

g * Z6p(x) = P f      g(x)a(Uy/t) dnt2 ° C " \y) dt/t
Jô   Jtlyf<e

(5.1) + f f       [g(x- Uy)-g(x)]a(Uy/t) dnt2 o C~\y) dt/t
Jó   Jllî/IISe

+ f " f       g(x - Uy)a(Uy/t) dnt2 o C " \y) dt/t.
Jó   J\\y\l>8

Write the first term on the right of (5.1) in terms of the characteristic function of

the e-ball, use the fact that ¡Kf(x) dpt(x)=$Kf(tx) dp(x), and interchange the order

of integration. After a simple substitution, it is seen that since ¡K a(Uy) dn ° C~1(y)

=0, the first term on the right of (5.1) is

g(x) jE-l°z \\y\\a(y) dn ° B~\y)
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for all 0<8</><oo. Similarly, the second term on the right of (5.1) is seen to be

dominated in absolute value by a constant multiple of e and the constant depends

only on the L1-norm of a(y) and the sup-norm of the gradient of g for all

0 < S < p < oo. For the third term on the right of (5.1), we interchange the order of

integration, make the substitutions u = t~1 and s=w||C~1.v|| and take the limit

as S tends to zero and p tends to infinity. Set

GiB(y) = i" (2"t2rk,2a(Uy/t) exp [- ||C-^|a/2ia] dt/t.
JÔ

There is a constant M such that |Gifl(j/)| ^M\\y\\~kfor all \\y\\ >eandO<S</xoo.

By the dominated convergence theorem, the third term on the right side of (5.1)

converges to

f       g(x-Uy)S(a)(y)\\y\\-«dy.
Juix

Take the limit as e tends to zero.

If/(x) is homogeneous of degree zero, ¡Kf(x) dn(x)=$sf(a>) do(oS) where 2

is the unit sphere in A and a denotes normalized Lebesgue measure on 2. If we use

this fact, the invertibility of C on K, and the Minkowski integral inequality, it

can be shown that \\S(à)\\,éD(r,k, C)||a||r. Similarly, it can be shown that the

integral of S(a)(œ) over the unit sphere with respect to Lebesgue measure is equal

to a constant multiple of J"^ a(Uy) dn ° C_1(y)=0.

Since the continuously differentiable functions with compact support are dense

in L"(E, dx) and since the polynomials with integral zero are dense in the subspace

of Lr(E, n o B'1) consisting of functions with zero integral, the proof is complete.

Corollary 9.1. Assume the notation of Theorem 9. If the linear operator B is the

identity on E and if the function a(y) is positively homogeneous of degree zero, Zp

is a Calderon-Zygmund operator with kernel oj'¡¡1a(y)\y\ ~N, where wN is the area

of the unit sphere in E. Every Calderon-Zygmund operator arises in this way.

Proof. Since a(y) is homogeneous of degree zero and has integral zero and

since log \\y\\ is a radial function, the constant a is zero. Assume first that a(y) is a

bounded continuous function in y i= 0 which is homogeneous of degree zero and

has zero integral over the sphere. By an argument similar to that given in the proof

of Theorem 9, S(a)(y) = ^ 1a(y).

Thus there is an intimate relationship between the singular integral operators

introduced in §§3 and 4 and the operators of Calderón and Zygmund.

6. Applications. Let A denote the Laplacian on A-dimensional Euclidean space.

A. Calderón and Zygmund [1] have shown that there exists a Calderon-Zygmund

operator, 77, over E which satisfies

¿-A-y=A-1Si,/+ H(f).
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Thus iff is in L2(E, dx), the second derivatives of A" y are also L2-functions. This

result provides a regularity theorem for solutions of the Laplace equation on E.

We shall prove an analogous result on Hubert space. In constructing the analogous

situation on Hubert space, we shall use the fact that the partial derivative, d/dx(,

is the infinitesimal generator of the translation semigroup in the direction et in

A-dimensional Euclidean space.

Let 77 be a real separable Hubert space and let ex, e2, e3,... be an orthonormal

basis for 77. Let y -> Ty denote the regular representation of the additive group of

77 acting on L2(H). Let A(2) denote the infinitesimal generator of the translation

semigroup Tte>; i.e. Af) = (d/dt)(Tte)\t=0. Let A,=> -rZ4f where /=(- l)1'2. Each

Aj is a closed densely defined linear operator on L2(H). If p(y) is a polynomial on

77 and IF denotes the Wiener transform on L2(H), then W(A¡p)(y) = (y, e,) W(p)(y).

Let {èj} be a square summable sequence of positive real numbers and consider

the operators Ln = 2"= i b2A2. The Ln are closed and densely defined on F2(77)

and for polynomials p(x) on 77, W(Lnp)(y)=\\BPny\\2W(p)(y) where Pn is the

orthogonal projection onto the span of ex,..., en. By an argument similar to that

in Lemma 1.2 of [6], the tame functions ||7?Pny||~2 converge in 7,2(77) to the

measurable function ||7?(')||~z on 77 as « tends to infinity. Thus the operators Ln

converge to a closed densely defined linear operator F=2í°=i b2A2 which satisfies

W(Lf)()= \\B(-)\\~2W(f)(-) for/in its domain. Since ||Ax|| is nonzero for x#0,

the measurable function ||7?(-)||~ is nonzero almost everywhere. Thus L admits a

closed densely defined inverse, Lr\ with W(L~1f)()= \\B(-)\\~ ~2W(f)(-) for /in

the domain of L_1.

Let B be the operator on 77 defined by Bei = biei. Set

a(y) = br'br^-br'bf^y, ex)(y, e¡).

Then a(y) has integral zero with respect tOHofi-1 and a(y) e L2(H, n° B'1). By

Theorem 5, a(y) determines a singular integral operator, Z2, on L2(H). By the

first example at the end of §3, W(Z2p)(y)=(y,el)(y,e,)\\By\\-2W(p)(y) for all

polynomials p on 77. Thus W(Z2p)(y)= W(AlAiL'1p)(y) for all polynomials p on

77. Since the polynomials are dense in L2(H), and since the Wiener transform is

an isometry, Z2=AlAjL~1 as operators on L2(H). Thus we have

Theorem 10. L = 2"=i b2A2 is a closed densely defined operator on L2(H) which

admits a closed densely defined inverse, L~l. If Z2 denotes the singular integral

operator on L2(H) determined by the function a(y) = b,~~ xbf 18ij - bs~ 2bj 2(y, e¡)(y, e¡),

thenZ^AiAjL-1 on L2(H).

We shall have more to say concerning regularity theorems of this type in a

forthcoming paper [5].

7. Remarks 1. The question as to whether the results of this paper can be

extended to nonseparable Hubert space leads to some basic considerations. If
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77 is a nonseparable Hubert space, LP(H) is nonseparable. Thus if y -> Ty denotes

the regular representation of the additive group of 77 acting on LP(H) and if

feLp(H), the function F„/from 77 to LP(H) may fail to be essentially separably

valued with respect to a Borel measure p on 77 [see 3, p. 147], hence, Tyf may fail

to be /¿-measurable. If a Borel measure p of bounded variation is concentrated on

a separable subspace of 77, then Tyf is continuous and /¿-essentially separably

valued and hence /¿-measurable. The question as to whether every Borel measure

of bounded variation on a Hubert space is concentrated on a separable subspace

has been studied. In this regard see [7, p. 61] and the reference given there. Gross

[7, p. 22] has proved that the Fourier transform of a Borel measure of bounded

variation on a Hubert space, 77, is also the Fourier transform of a Borel measure

of bounded variation which is concentrated on a separable subspace of 77.

The measure n ° B ~1 which we used in Theorems 5, 6, and 8 are only defined on

separable Hilbert spaces [7, Definition 4, p. 23].

If B is a Hilbert-Schmidt operator on 77, let Hx denote the smallest closed sub-

space of 77 which contains the closures of the ranges of B and B*. Hx is separable.

Restrict B to act in 77!. Let « denote the normal distribution on Hx and n ° B'1

be the usual measure on Hx. Let/(x) be a bounded continuous tame function on

77 and set (Vyf)(x)=f(x-y)Dp(x, y) for y in Hx. Here

Dv(x,y) = exp [(x, y)/p- \\y\\2/2p}.

The Vy extend to isometries on LP(H) and the map y -» Vy is a strongly continuous

representation of the additive group of Hx as a group of isometries on LP(H). If

feL"(H), Vyf is Borel measurable on Hx. Let a(y) e L'(HX, n o B "x) for some

/•ä 1 and set dp(y) = a(y) dn ° P-1(j) and Zôp(-)=]p pt(-) dt/t. In this setting the

analogues of Theorems 5, 6, 7, and 8 hold. The proofs are the same in all essential

respects.

Theorem 7 can be generalized further. Let p be a complex Borel measure of

bounded variation on the Hilbert space 77. Let y -> Ty denote the regular repre-

sentation of the additive group of 77 acting on LP(H); l^//<oo. Let l/p+l/q=l,

fe LP(H), and g e LQ(H). Set (Tyf g> = E((TJ)g) where E denotes the expectation

functional of the normal distribution on 77. Define pp as the weak integral; i.e.

(.Pvf, £>=Jtf (.Tyf, £> dp(y). The analogues of Corollaries 3.1 and 3.3 follow. To

prove the norm equality in Corollary 3.3, one uses the fact that the Fourier trans-

form of p is based on a separable subspace of H. The analogue of Theorem 7

holds in this setting and the proof is essentially the same as that given in §4. In

place of Minkowski's integral inequality, one uses the fact that

f <Ttaf g> dt/t = ( f Tiafdt/t, g)

and Holder's inequality.

2. The results of this paper hold for the spaces LP(H, nc) when 77 is a separable
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Hilbert space and nc denotes the normal distribution with variance parameter c>0.

Iff is a bounded continuous tame function on 77,

(Tyf)(x) =f(x-y) exp [(x,y)/pc- \\y\\2/2pc}.

The Ty extend to isometries on LP(H, nc) and the map y ->- Ty is a strongly con-

tinuous representation of the additive group of 77 as a group of isometries on

L P(H, nc). Now the definitions and results are as above.

3. The results above hold for the real Banach spaces L"(H) when the measures

P which determine the singular integral operators are assumed to be real valued.

In the case when we consider the L2-theory of §3, we must use the facts that a

measure, p, is real valued if and only if its Fourier transform is Hermitian

(p(—y)~ =p(y)) and that the real space L2(H) is isomorphic to the closure of the

Hermitian polynomials (p(—y)~ =p(y)) in the complex space L2(H).
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